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Abstract

Objective—To compare estimates of the medical costs of smoking in the United States and to consider their relevance to assessing the costs of smoking in developing countries and the net economic burden of smoking.

Data sources—A Medline search through early 1999 using keywords “smoking” and “cost”, with review of article reference lists.

Study selection—Peer-reviewed papers examining medical costs in a single year, covering the non-institutionalised American population.

Data extraction—Methods underlying study estimates were identified, described, and compared with attributable expenditure methodology in the literature dealing with costs of illness. Differences in methods were associated with implied differences in findings.

Data synthesis—With one exception, the studies find the annual medical costs of smoking to constitute approximately 6–8% of American personal health expenditures. The exception, a recent study, found much larger attributable expenditures. The lower estimates may reflect the limitation of analysis to costs associated with the principal smoking-related diseases. The higher estimate derives from analysis of smoking-attributable differences in all medical costs. However, the finding from the most recent study, also considering all medical costs, fell in the 6–8% range.

Conclusions—The medical costs of smoking in the United States equal, and may well exceed, the commonly referenced figure of 6–8%. This literature has direct methodological relevance to developing countries interested in assessing the magnitude of their current cost-of-smoking burden and their future burdens, with differences in tobacco use histories and the availability of chronic disease treatment affecting country-specific estimates. The debate over the use of gross or net medical cost estimates is likely to intensify with the proliferation of lawsuits against the tobacco industry to recover expenditures on tobacco-produced disease.

(Introduction) Interest in the medical costs of cigarette smoking derives from the desire to identify the economic burden that smoking imposes on a society. This burden is typically characterised as consisting of these medical costs plus productivity losses attributable to smoking-related morbidity, disability, and premature mortality. Invariably large, the economic burden is frequently cited by activists campaigning in support of tobacco control policy measures.

Recently, the medical cost estimates have gained more immediate and specific salience as most of the states in the United States, selected health insurers, and the governments of several countries have sued the tobacco industry to recover smoking-related healthcare expenditures. The first such suits were brought by the American states to recover the costs of smokers dependent on state financing through the Medicaid programme. Analysts working for the states developed estimates of state-specific costs for use at trial or in settlement discussions. In the four cases that went to trial (Mississippi, Florida, Texas, and Minnesota), the tobacco industry agreed to pay the states nearly US$36 billion over a 25-year period. In an attempt to avoid further litigation, featuring these medical expenditure-based suits, the industry developed a wide-reaching national settlement proposal with attorneys representing the states. Legislation needed to bring the agreement to fruition foundered in the United States Congress. However, in fall 1998 the industry and all of the remaining states reached a more limited agreement, settling the individual states’ suits and establishing modest restrictions on the industry’s marketing behaviours.

Estimation of the medical costs associated with smoking-produced illness dates back at least two decades. In this paper, we review the literature on these estimates as they pertain to the medical economy of the United States. We then consider the implications of the findings of this body of analysis, with a particular interest in the implications for other countries.

In the next section, we examine the published literature on the medical costs of smoking in the United States, considering analytical methods and the validity and consistency of resulting findings. In addition to determining whether there is a consensus on the magnitude of the burden, we assess whether, and if so how, similarities or differences in data sources and analytical methods can explain similarities and differences in findings across various studies. We focus exclusively on American analyses for two
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Estimates of the medical costs of smoking

in the United States

METHODS

Using a Medline search and the reference lists from the identified articles, we generated a list of all published studies on the medical costs of smoking in the United States through early 1999, as well as several studies not published in the peer-reviewed literature, such as government reports. We restricted our review to papers that were directly on the topic. As such, we excluded a number of studies that, although relating to the medical costs of smoking, either examined costs in a manner not consistent with our interest in medical costs during a single year, considered only a subset of smokers, or used data from another country to develop an American estimate. We further restricted the list to papers published in peer-reviewed scholarly journals, with one important exception: we included a staff report by the former Congressional Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) on the costs of smoking in 1985. This analysis is frequently cited in the literature and was subjected to the scrutiny of a distinguished advisory panel and a thorough external peer review. An update and revision of the OTA study, prepared by staff for Congressional testimony in 1993, is not included because it was not subjected to comparable peer review. Its unusual findings are described and evaluated, however, because they too have received considerable attention.

Through this search process, we identified six publications that met the criteria for inclusion. We critiqued each of these studies by describing its methods and data sources and evaluating its strengths and limitations. Consideration of the methods and data permitted us to assess the studies’ validity. The authors of each study explicitly interpreted their findings in terms of the percentage of personal health expenditures devoted to smoking-related care, which allowed us to evaluate the consistency of the estimates in terms of the share of health expenditures devoted to smoking-produced disease. Finally, we compared findings across all of the studies, looking for consistent strengths and problems.

There are many unpublished analyses of the medical costs of smoking, as well as peer-reviewed publications that address the issue in a manner diverging from the interests of this paper—for example, evaluating the healthcare costs of smoking to individual smokers (e.g., estimating the external costs of smoking’). Interested readers are referred to the articles we examine in this paper for descriptions of and references to these additional contributions.

FINDINGS, INDIVIDUAL STUDIES

The essential characteristics of each study are presented in table 1, including the smoking-related diseases included, study method, and principal data sources. Here we comment briefly on the methods of each study.

The first paper, published in 1978 by Luce and Schweitzer, used previously reported epidemiological and economic findings to generate its estimate of the cost of smoking. The proportions of the primary smoking-related illnesses caused by smoking were taken from the consensus of a panel of experts at a National Institutes of Health conference, as reported by Boden. These “smoking factors” were then applied to Cooper and Rice’s 1976 cost-of-illness estimates, an early application of the pioneering work by Rice in evaluating the direct medical and indirect productivity costs of all major categories of disease. The resultant estimate of smoking-related healthcare costs of US$8.2 billion in 1976 dollars constituted 7.8% of that year’s direct medical expenditures in the United States. (See table 2.)

Seven years later, the OTA produced the next major estimate, widely cited for years thereafter. Using estimates derived from the American Cancer Society’s cancer prevention study, a six-year prospective study of nearly a million Americans, OTA applied the relative risk of mortality from smoking-induced illnesses to the prevalence of smoking to estimate the number of deaths caused by smoking. A refinement introduced by OTA was the calculation and use of age-specific and sex-specific attributable risks. The attributable reasons. First, the United States is the country with the largest number of peer-reviewed analyses of this issue. Second, comparison of findings across studies requires limiting the analysis to a single country, since, as is discussed in the following section of the paper, differences in smoking histories, population demographics, stage of economic development, and medical care systems may produce differences in the incidence of smoking-produced diseases and in expenditures on smoking-related illnesses.

In the following section, we consider the relevance of the American analyses, methodologically and substantively, to understanding the medical cost burden of smoking in other countries. Of special interest is the case of the developing country that is only now becoming aware that smoking is consuming healthcare resources: how large is that burden likely to be today? How will it change in the future?

The fourth section examines the meaning of the cost-of-smoking estimates in the context of the controversial issue of whether one should calculate the net or the gross costs of smoking-produced illness. Most of the literature reviewed in this paper evaluates the gross costs—all of the expenditures associated with treating diseases attributable to smoking. Other authors have observed, however, that because smokers die younger than non-smokers on average, smoking should be credited with medical cost “savings.” In other words, according to these authors an evaluation of the medical costs of smoking should examine those costs net of the reductions in other, later healthcare costs that many smokers do not live to incur. Which perspective is right? More appropriate is the question, under what circumstances is each perspective correct?

The final section of the paper summarises our principal findings and conclusions.
Table 1  Characteristics of American studies of medical costs of smoking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Date of paper</th>
<th>Included disease categories</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luce and Schweitzer6</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Cancer, circulatory system, respiratory system, accidents</td>
<td>Estimated proportion of each disease caused by smoking (&quot;smoking factor&quot;) applied to personal health expenditures for neoplasms, circulatory, and respiratory diseases.</td>
<td>Boden’s smoking factors applied to Cooper and Rice’s estimates of personal health expenditures for neoplasms, circulatory and respiratory diseases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of Technology Assessment14</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Cancer, cardiovascular, respiratory system</td>
<td>Age, sex, disease specific smoking-related mortality factors applied to age and sex specific personal health expenditures for neoplasms, circulatory, and respiratory diseases.</td>
<td>Smoking factors derived from the ACS 25 state study and NCHS mortality counts, with input from the Framingham study, applied to Hodgson and Kopstein’s estimates of personal health expenditures for neoplasms, circulatory and respiratory diseases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice, Hodgson, Sinsheimer, et al 22</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Cancer, circulatory system, respiratory system</td>
<td>Smokers’ age, sex, and health service specific attributable risks of medical care use for neoplasms, circulatory and respiratory diseases applied to personal health expenditures for neoplasms, circulatory and respiratory diseases.</td>
<td>Attributable risks of medical care use derived from NHIS smoking supplement applied to Hodgson and Kopstein’s estimates of personal health expenditures for neoplasms, circulatory and respiratory diseases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartlett, Miller, Rice, et al 23</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Heart disease, emphysema, arteriosclerosis, stroke, cancer; also other health status effects</td>
<td>Multi-equation econometric model estimates smoking attributable percentages, controlling for smoking status, medical conditions, health status, and various socioeconomic and demographic factors. Percentages applied to HCFA personal health expenditures.</td>
<td>NMES household survey and NMES medical provider survey; HCFA personal health expenditures by health service type (hospitals, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Zhang, Rice, et al 25</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Heart disease, emphysema, arteriosclerosis, stroke, cancer; also other health status effects</td>
<td>Probit probability model estimates smoking attributable fractions (SAF), controlling for socioeconomic, demographic, behavioural factors. SAFs applied to state medical expenditures. National expenditures are sum of state expenditures.</td>
<td>NMES to estimate national SAFs; BRFSS to estimate state SAFs; HCFA estimated state medical expenditures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Ernst, and Collin26</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>All (not limited)</td>
<td>Two-equation econometric model estimates medical expenditure SAFs, controlling for socioeconomic, demographic, and behavioural factors. SAFs applied to state medical expenditures. National expenditures are sum of state expenditures.</td>
<td>NMES to estimate national SAFs; TUS, BRFSS, CPS, and NMES to construct state-level data set; HCFA estimated state medical expenditures.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACS = American Cancer Society; BRFSS = Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System; CPS = current population survey; HCFA = Health Care Financing Administration; NCHS = National Center for Health Statistics; NHIS = national health interview survey; NMES = national medical expenditure survey; TUS = tobacco use supplement of the CPS.

Table 2  Estimates of smoking-related expenditures as a percentage of total personal health expenditures, United States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year of estimate</th>
<th>Estimated smoking-related expenditures ($ billion)</th>
<th>% of Personal health expenditures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luce and Schweitzer6</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of Technology Assessment14</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice, Hodgson, Sinsheimer, et al 22</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartlett, Miller, Rice, et al 23</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Zhang, Rice, et al 25</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Ernst, and Collin26</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>6.5*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This is the overall weighted average smoking-attributable fraction of expenditures.

dollars represented about 6% of that year’s total personal health expenditures. (See table 2.)

A year after the OTA study was released, Rice et al 20 refined the attributable risk methodology by basing the estimates on the differential use of hospital and physician care for neoplasms and circulatory and respiratory diseases in the national health interview survey (NHIS) by groups distinguished by age, sex, and smoking status (current, former, never-smoker). These attributable risks were then applied to healthcare expenditures for neoplasms and circulatory and respiratory diseases in Hodgson and Kopstein21 to calculate the direct medical costs of smoking. The authors thus estimated the medical costs of smoking at $23.3 billion in 1984 dollars, 6.8% of that year’s total personal health expenditures.

In 1993, the OTA presented testimony at a Congressional hearing reporting a much lower percentage of personal health expenditures attributable to smoking.14 As noted above, we do not include this analysis among the studies formally selected for review because it was not subjected to peer review. We consider it here, however, because its findings have been cited frequently.

In this re-analysis, OTA reported the medical costs of smoking to have been $20.8 billion in 1990 dollars, or 3.5% of total personal health expenditures. Compared with the finding in OTA’s first study,13 this proportionately lower estimate resulted from OTA’s modifying the estimation procedure used in the 1985 analysis. Whereas the previous study had used mortality attributable risks in calculating morbidity costs, the update
used the SAMMEC program (smoking attributable mortality, morbidity, and economic costs)\(^2\) to calculate specific "risks" of ill people's using health services dependent on smoking status. SAMMEC incorporated estimates of health service utilisation by ever-smokers and never-smokers in the national health interview survey who were suffering from any of the three major categories of smoking-related chronic disease (cancer, cardiovascular disease, and respiratory disease). However, the program failed to consider smokers' greater likelihood of incurring these diseases (it included only people who had pre-existing smoking-related diseases).\(^2\) OTA staff acknowledged the need for some refinements in the SAMMEC model and indicated that an updated estimate of the costs of smoking could be produced once the refinements had been completed, although we are unaware of the existence of such an update. Given this problem, we believe that this re-analysis suffered from a major flaw in its execution.

The following year, Bartlett et al.\(^2\) published a new estimate of the medical costs of smoking that derived from a model using novel and sophisticated estimation techniques and a database not previously used in cost-of-smoking estimates, the 1987 national medical expenditure survey. Rather than using the conventional approaches to estimating and then "pricing" attributable risk, the researchers developed a multi-equation econometric model that adjusted smokers' differential use of health care by their risk profiles (controlling for risk factors other than smoking that might differentiate smokers from non-smokers), their overall (self-reported) health status, and their "taste" for utilisation of healthcare services.

The last of these was intended to control for the possibility that smokers' and non-smokers' health care utilisation differs for some reason unrelated to either health or smoking status per se and not captured in the controlled risk factors; for example, smokers' personalities might lead them to use less health care than comparably healthy non-smokers. One would not want to attribute to smoking any differences in utilisation and expenditures resulting solely from such "tastes" for health care. By controlling for all these influences, this study focused on the link between smoking and excess health care utilisation, controlling for extraneous factors that might incorrectly inflate uncontrolled estimates of the costs of smoking. Bartlett et al concluded that smoking was responsible for $50 billion in 1993 dollars, or 7.1% of personal health expenditures.

In 1998, with the assistance of a fourth colleague, three of the authors of the Bartlett et al study published a new analysis,\(^2\) intended in part to update and correct the original analysis. In this new study, Leonard Miller et al estimated 1993 medical costs attributable to smoking at $72.7 billion, 45% higher than in the previous study. With corrections in the denominator (the total of personal health expenditures covered by the study), the authors concluded that smoking-attributable costs equaled 11.8% of personal medical expenditures for that year.

Although the conceptual approach of Miller et al was similar to that of Bartlett et al, several estimation procedures differed. In particular, rather than using five separate tobacco-related disease equations, as had Bartlett et al, Miller and colleagues used a single tobacco-related disease equation. Second, the authors corrected for errors deriving from a software procedure in the original study. The authors also noted three other differences between the two studies' methods. Especially important in explaining the large difference between the two studies' findings, the authors reported, was a mistake in the first study in which the authors failed to consider medical costs associated with smokers' generally poorer health status that are attributable to smoking. Rather, they controlled for health status and compared smokers' expenditures with those of hypothetically otherwise identical non-smokers (with the same profile of risk factors, etc, including the same self-reported health status). Miller et al have concluded that the study by Bartlett et al thereby substantially underestimated the true medical costs of smoking (oral communication with Drs Zhang, Rice, and Max, 15 September 1998).

In 1999, Vincent Miller (no relation to Leonard) and two colleagues published their findings from another econometric analysis of the smoking-attributable fractions (SAFs) of medical expenditures, again using the 1987 national medical expenditure survey (NMES).\(^2\) Using a more direct approach to estimating expenditure SAFs than that used by Leonard Miller et al, the new study concluded that $53.4 billion was spent on smoking-related diseases in the United States in 1993, based on an overall SAF of 6.5%.

Reasonably consistent with the findings of Bartlett et al, this most recent study yielded results well below those of Leonard Miller et al. Although the differences have yet to be reconciled, the study by Vincent Miller and his colleagues produced an anomalous finding that may eventually help to explain the difference. Vincent Miller et al reported: “In the utilisation model, the hospital SAF is almost twice that of the ambulatory SAF, while in the expenditure model, the relative magnitudes are reversed.” The authors interpreted the difference as follows: “These results imply that smokers spend, on average, more than non-smokers on ambulatory visits . . . but spend less per day on hospital stays (less intensive hospital stays)” (page 385). The authors also observed that the utilisation SAFs derived from the NMES data are consistent with those found using national health interview survey data.

We find unconvincing the authors' explanation of why the hospital expenditure SAF should be less than the utilisation SAF. It rests on their assertion that smoking-related hospital stays are less intensive than other hospital stays, indeed far less intensive. In theory, this could result if smoking-related diseases involve much less intensive hospital resource utilisation than do other diseases. Alternatively (or in addition), it could result if smokers (and their physicians) use many fewer resources.
during their hospitalisations than do non-smokers for either smoking-related or other diseases, either because the smokers are less ill than the non-smokers or because they simply choose to use less care. To test the first hypothesis, using three different data sets we compared hospital cost per day for lung cancer and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, two diseases caused primarily by smoking, with hospital cost per day for all causes. In each of the comparisons, the daily smoking-related hospitalisation costs exceeded the average for all hospital days (unpublished results available from authors on request). The second hypothesis is disproved by the NMES survey in which there is virtually no difference in daily hospital costs between smokers and non-smokers. Given these results, we see no reason to expect that utilisation SAFs should exceed expenditure SAFs, at least by such a wide margin. More complete appreciation of the findings of Vincent Miller et al must therefore await an explanation of this apparent inconsistency in SAFs.

INTERPRETING THE FINDINGS

In terms of their methodological approaches, the six reviewed studies group into two categories. The first three focus on the amount of disease caused by smoking for the principal smoking-related diseases, based on epidemiological criteria, and the amount of health care utilisation and expenditure associated with that disease burden. In contrast, the three more recent studies were all intended to estimate smokers’ total excess expenditures over those of non-smokers, including the major smoking-related diseases and other smoking-attributable costs, with variations in the methods for comparing smokers’ and non-smokers’ expenditures (discussed below).

Logically, one can read the results in table 2 as suggesting a strong consensus that smoking accounts for something between 6 and 8% of American medical costs, with the study by Leonard Miller et al an outlier. As we discuss below, however, when one accounts for mistakes in Bartlett et al,22 identified by the authors in their more recent work,23 the possible problem with the SAFs in the study by Vincent Miller et al,24 and additional evidence from a related study,10 we find a distinct possibility that smoking-related expenditures attributable to other than the major smoking-related diseases may account for a significant increment to the percentage of total healthcare expenditures. That is, we read the evidence as implying that 6–8% may be an underestimate of the true total medical costs of smoking in the United States. We emphasise, however, that before the 6–8% range should be considered an underestimate, additional empirical research will be needed.

The consistency of the findings in the first three studies4 10 reflects similarities in perspective and basic methods, with each focusing on the three major categories of smoking-attributable disease. The relative consistency across epidemiological studies of findings about the major illness consequences of smoking18 lends consistency to the estimates in the body of research on costs. Nevertheless, this consistency across epidemiological studies is far from perfect. The similarity of bottom-line findings in the Luco and Schweitzer and OTA studies actually masks rather different attributable risk fractions for the major smoking-related diseases, with Luco and Schweitzer crediting smoking with 20% of neoplasms, compared with 31% in the OTA study, 25% of circulatory diseases, compared with OTA’s 15%, and 40% of respiratory illness, versus 24% for OTA. The lack of much difference in bottom-line cost estimates reflects the fact that these disease-specific differences largely negate each other.

Costing out the disease implications of smoking entails “pricing” medical treatment of those diseases, which draws heavily on the well-defined cost-of-illness (COI) literature. This literature owes a special debt of gratitude to the seminal work of Rice and her colleagues.16 17 Given Rice’s involvement in COI estimation, it is hardly surprising to find her and close colleagues playing central roles in applying COI findings to a major behavioural cause of morbidity and mortality. These roles have extended beyond the most obvious one of authorship; two of the individuals were involved in the review of the 1985 OTA analysis and in the development of methods used in OTA’s 1993 update (the SAMMEC program).

The overlap in authorship and, in several studies, methods is not necessarily a source of concern, although it does recommend careful consideration of any systematic biases that might have become entrenched within the literature. Notable in the present literature, however, is the evolution and refinement of methods by authors immersed in the issue, culminating in the sophisticated econometric approaches embodied in the work of Bartlett et al,22 Leonard Miller et al,23 and Vincent Miller et al.24

The findings from two analyses not included in our formal review, the revised OTA study prepared for Congressional testimony4 14 and a 1992 paper by Hodgson,49 give pause, however, for opposite reasons. The OTA update raises questions, given its extraordinarily low estimate of smoking-attributable costs, compared with the estimates in all of the other studies. As is demonstrated below, Hodgson’s study, a life-cycle analysis of smoking-related medical expenditures, implied an extraordinarily high estimate (14%). A natural question is whether this results from the study’s different methodological approach and purpose. We turn to that question after considering the validity, and hence implications, of the revised OTA analysis.

The methodological modification made by OTA, estimation of condition-specific attributable risk of health services utilisation, was clearly correct in concept. We question whether it was executed accurately, however. The smoking-attributable fractions used by OTA (found in table 10 of OTA’s testimony) indicate, for example, that although smoking is responsible for about 50% of cancer deaths in
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men under age 65, 30% of circulatory disease deaths, and 23% of respiratory disease mortality; it accounts for only 9% of physician services. Similarly, for men 65 and older, smoking is deemed responsible for 41% of cancer mortality, 9% of circulatory disease deaths, and 28% of respiratory disease deaths; yet the estimated smoking-attributable fraction of medication costs is 5%. As one final example, for women under age 65, smoking is estimated to account for approximately a quarter of each of the three disease categories’ deaths; yet the SAMMEC-indicated estimate for hospitalisation utilisation is 5%, with physician services utilisation estimated at 8%.

In virtually all cases, the smoking-attributable direct cost fractions fall short of the smoking-attributable mortality fractions. Qualitatively, this is plausible. Smoking-related conditions may be more rapidly fatal, with fewer useful medical interventions available, than is the case for other diseases within these chronic disease categories. For example, compared with many other cancers, lung cancer has a relatively short duration until a high-probability death, and there is little that medical intervention can do to alter the eventual outcome. Conceivably, a higher proportion of smokers with heart disease die as a result of their illnesses than do non-smokers with heart disease, leaving more of the latter to consume healthcare services. On the other hand, however, some smoking-related conditions likely entail a great deal of medical care, such as emphysema.

Socioeconomic differences between smokers and non-smokers could also account for differences in health care utilisation, quite independent of health status. More affluent individuals may use more health services. In the United States, more affluent people are less likely to be smokers.

Another plausible explanation for the phenomenon lies in the fact that the respondents to the survey are not in nursing homes at the time they are surveyed. (The national health interview survey queries only members of the civilian non-institutionalised population.) If smokers are disproportionately represented in the institutionalised population, as seems plausible, their relative utilisation of healthcare services will be under-represented in the survey data. With the institutionalised a small fraction of the total population, this is likely to be a small effect. However, it could be significant with regard to hospital and nursing home stays.

We conclude, therefore, that it is quite possible, perhaps even likely, that the smoking-attributable fractions of health care utilisation, as measured by SAMMEC, should be lower than the smoking-attributable fractions of mortality. However, the magnitudes of the differences, illustrated above, strike us as not plausible. This observation is supported by Rice et al. who report generally higher attributable fractions of health care utilisation than OTA. For example, for women under age 65, Rice et al find 30% of hospital days for neoplasms and circulatory and respiratory diseases attributed to smoking compared with only 5% by OTA. If this interpretation is correct, the implication is that, by calculating attributable risks among persons who were already suffering from any of the three major categories of smoking-related disease, the 1993 OTA analysis likely underestimated the medical costs of smoking for 1990. In contrast, based on their use of smoking-attributable mortality fractions to estimate health care utilisation, the earlier study by OTA may well have overestimated it.

From another perspective, however, the studies that relied on estimation of attributable risks based on “early” epidemiological studies might have been underestimating the cost of smoking. For example, the first OTA study noted that the attributable risk of smoking might actually be considerably higher than the estimates produced from the American Cancer Society’s cancer prevention study data, the source of OTA’s mortality estimates, as smoking behaviours had changed considerably over the course of the century. In particular, as the age of initiation of smoking declined, and as people began smoking more intensively—for example, more cigarettes per day—the risks might be expected to have increased. Covering the period 1959–65, the ACS study was picking up deaths among people born around the turn of the century. Many of them would have started smoking as young adults, often in their mid-20s to early-30s, rather than as teenagers. Particularly worthy of note were changes in smoking behaviour among women, for whom smoking was a very rare behaviour during the early part of the century, and hence smoking-related death a much less common outcome than at present. As such, in this dimension at least, the cost-of-smoking analyses that relied on the ACS data likely were underestimating the importance of smoking in mortality, and hence quite possibly in health care utilisation.

Data from the ACS’s more recent cancer prevention study (CPS II, covering 1982–86, confirm this suspicion. The overall relative risk of death for currently smoking males rose from 1.80 to 2.34 from CPS I to CPS II; for females, the comparable figures were 1.23 to 1.90. For smoking’s “marker” disease, lung cancer, the risks rose from 11.35 to 22.36 for men and 2.69 to 11.94 for women. Earlier, more intensive smoking greatly increased the risks of smoking for both sexes. Particularly worthy of note is that the generation of women dying from smoking during the mid-1980s, the time of CPS II, had smoking histories, and associated mortality outcomes, very similar to those of the men dying from smoking during the early 1960s, the era of CPS I. Specifically, the relative risks of death for all-causes and lung cancer for women in CPS II are virtually identical to those of men in CPS I.

Reliance on the earlier smoking mortality data likely contributed to an underestimation of the costs of smoking. Rice et al provide some support for this assessment, attributing 23% of expenditures for the three major diseases to smoking compared with 20% in the OTA.
analysis, accounting for 6.8% of public health expenditures versus 6% (table 2). Although it is beyond the scope of this review to determine how much these kinds of considerations might have influenced the estimates of the medical costs of smoking, we suspect that the net effect is modest. We also conclude that the findings presented in OTA’s 1993 testimony, deriving from implausibly low healthcare utilisation fractions, are not credible.

Along with the more recent work of Leonard Miller and colleagues, Hodgson’s study poses a more significant challenge to the consensus finding that smoking-attributable costs fall in the range of 6–8% of personal health expenditures. The challenge is not “visible”, however, in that Hodgson did not frame his results in the context of smoking’s share of personal health expenditures. Hodgson focused not on a prevalence-based estimate of expenditures on medical care associated with smoking, but rather on an incidence-based examination of the future medical costs of smoking and of not smoking. This work was designed to address the controversial question of whether the longer lives of never-smokers generate healthcare costs that compensate for the higher annual costs of ever-smokers during their fewer number of years of life. The substance and implications of this controversy are discussed later in this paper.

Hodgson’s paper also differs from the three reviewed papers that preceded its publication for another important methodological reason. Rather than examining the smoking-attributable fractions of the costs of treating the major smoking-related diseases, Hodgson examined differences in all healthcare expenditures for smokers (current and former) and never-smokers, the first such study to do so. This method has the virtue of capturing smoking-related expenditures that are missed by other studies that examine only the major smoking-related illnesses. As is discussed below, these additional smoking-related expenditures may be considerable. However, comparing the expenditures of ever-smokers and never-smokers introduces the risk of attributing excess medical expenditures to smoking that ought to be attributed to other risk factors correlated with smoking status. For example, it is well known that today’s smokers are much more prone to risk-taking behaviour in general than are non-smokers. They drink more alcohol, exercise less, and even drive closer to cars in front of them than do non-smokers. This is why Bartlett et al28 Leonard Miller et al, and Vincent Miller et al controlled for several other risk factors in their studies of 1993 costs. Hodgson acknowledged this concern, but observed that Manning et al had concluded that controlling for other risk factors reduced the difference between smokers’ and non-smokers’ medical costs by only 13%.

Despite the critical distinction in perspective, purpose, and method, Hodgson’s study generated an estimate of the medical cost of smoking that can be compared reasonably directly with analyses using smoking-attributable disease fractions and employing a prevalence-based annual perspective. Specifically, he calculated the costs of smoking over the next five years by comparing the total healthcare costs of the existing mix of ever-smokers and never-smokers with the total costs that would have been realised had the entire population had the cost (and survival) profiles of the never-smokers only. Because five years does not represent a long enough time to begin to observe significantly larger numbers of (never-smoking) elderly, this net cost of smoking figure is quite comparable to the gross cost of smoking estimates produced in the other studies. Averaging over the five-year period, Hodgson’s analysis implies annual medical expenditures of $40.6 billion in undiscounted 1990 dollars. Adjusting this figure for the impact of other risk factors correlated with smoking status reported by Manning et al, smoking attributable expenditures equalled about 14% of the cost of hospital, physician, and nursing home services that Hodgson’s analysis considered.

Why might all-cause smoking-attributable expenditure greatly exceed that associated only with the major smoking-related diseases? The answer reflects on the highly systemic effects of smoking and the secondary impacts existing smoking-related diseases have on health services utilisation and expenditures. First of all, smoking plays a role in the causation of multiple diseases not included among the “big three.” A partial list, spanning a variety of organ systems, includes: skin conditions (psoriasis), orthopaedic problems (disc degeneration), musculoskeletal and connective tissue diseases (osteoporosis and osteoarthritis), diseases of the genitourinary system (impotence), vision problems (cataracts, macular degeneration, optic neuropathy), gastrointestinal conditions (ulcers, Crohn’s disease), hearing loss, and oral problems (periodontal disease). In terms of hospital utilisation, this sample of less publicised conditions accounts for a fifth as many inpatient days as neoplasms and circulatory and respiratory diseases. Although clearly this role is not comparable to that of the “big three” diseases, since they account for the vast majority of smoking-attributable mortality, equally clearly it adds to the expenditure burden properly attributable to smoking. None of the studies reviewed in this paper that predate the Hodgson analysis captured these smoking-produced costs.

Second, smoking plays a less well-known role in mediating the outcomes of other diseases and disease treatments that few people associate with smoking per se. Smokers with existing smoking-related diseases will be at higher risk of utilisation of services for non-smoking-related diseases. For example, people with chronic disease caused by smoking are more likely to be hospitalised and use other health services for non-smoking-related diseases because of the greater difficulty of managing these diseases. Once hospitalised, smoking-related comorbidities will make hospital stays longer and cause more medications and procedures to be used. Similarly, more time will be spent with the
patient in the doctor's office, and more tests and procedures may be required. To illustrate, although analysis has documented this for smoking-related conditions has not been undertaken, the impact of secondary diabetes on health expenditures has been evaluated and found to be significant.28–30 Hospital inpatients have 2.5 times as many secondary as primary diagnoses for neoplasms, cardiovascular disease, and respiratory disease.27 If 23% of secondary diagnoses are due to smoking (as reported by Rice et al28) and add one day to the average length of stay, or its equivalent in other costs of inpatient care, expenditures for hospital care attributed to smoking increase by 40%. Although the exact quantitative association is unknown, we expect smoking-related diseases also increase the amount of health care required for unrelated conditions.

As a final illustration, compared with non-smokers, smokers have worse outcomes and longer recovery periods (often entailing longer hospitalisations) for surgeries unrelated to smoking per se.29 Smoking-related conditions require that additional resources be expended for unrelated diseases in a variety of ways. Clearly, all such excess medical expenditures are smoking-related and ought to be counted in assessing smoking-attributable healthcare costs.

For these reasons, Hodgson's analysis is consistent with the view that the studies that find smoking's contribution to medical care costs ranging from 6–8% may have underestimated the contribution, possibly considerably. One should not conclude from this single analysis that smoking accounts for 14% of healthcare expenditures. The principal lesson of this work, rather, is that the 6–8% figure deriving from five of the six studies reviewed in this paper may represent a lower bound, rather than a central tendency. It may well be a plausible estimate of the contribution, possibly considerably. One might suspect, with some justification, that this results from analysts mimicking the approach of colleagues in other countries. In part, however, it simply follows directly from the inherent logic of the dominant methodology: to perform such analysis, the analyst typically estimates the amount of illness attributable to smoking and then values the medical treatment that would be afforded victims of such diseases. Alternatively, the analyst examines disease-specific healthcare utilisation directly, and then values it. That this method misses some potentially important costs of smoking has not, to our knowledge, been considered elsewhere. We anticipate that the recent contributions to the American literature,31–33 refocusing the analysis on healthcare expenditure differences between smokers and non-smokers, eventually will become the norm in cost-of-smoking analyses in countries throughout the world.

The same methodology will not produce the same quantitative outcomes in different countries, reflecting three country-specific factors that strongly influence the estimates.

- Differences in the amount of tobacco-related disease. These will result from at least five characteristics that vary across nations:
  - a country's history of tobacco use, including the nature of use, such as smoking versus chewing, age of initiation, intensity of use—for example, cigarettes per day—likely to be relatively low in a poor country, and length of period of intense use, such as how long consumers have been heavy smokers, typically a relatively brief period in a poorer nation;
  - the age structure of the country's population, with older populations more subject to tobacco-related disease (controlling for tobacco use);
  - competing causes of disease within the population, with countries subject to more deaths from other causes prior to age 60 less likely to experience a large burden of tobacco-produced (and other chronic) disease mortality;
  - the presence and effects of infectious and environmental co-factors in disease;

- The proximity of the estimate of Leonard Miller et al—11.8%—lends support to the notion that the aggregate medical expenditure burden of smoking may exceed the 6–8% range by quite a bit, although the recent finding of Vincent Miller et al—6.5%—recommends caution.

Further research will be needed to hone in on a more precise estimate. The contribution of the more recent studies is to suggest improvements in estimation techniques that should permit a more accurate assessment of the real medical costs of smoking. Note, however, that even an analysis that incorporates all of these insights will not necessarily capture all such costs. Notably, no study performed to date has included medical expenditures attributable to diseases caused or exacerbated by environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) exposure. If recent estimates of the disease and mortality burden of ETS are accurate,44 ETS-related healthcare costs could increase the share of health expenditures attributable to smoking by as much as a percentage point.

Relevance of American analyses to the costs of smoking in other countries

Analysts have undertaken cost-of-smoking studies in several countries, although few countries boast more than one such published study, and these are found almost exclusively in Western developed nations, such as Canada.32–34 Analyses of the medical costs of smoking in developing countries are particularly scarce,35 with recent work in China constituting an important exception to the rule.36–37 Given this dearth of empirical evidence elsewhere, it seems particularly important to determine what lessons can be drawn from the American experience with this form of analysis.

The basic methodological approach used in the first three American studies61–63 is highly similar to that which has been used in other countries. One might suspect, with some justification, that this results from analysts mimicking the approach of colleagues in other countries. In part, however, it simply follows directly from the inherent logic of the dominant methodology: to perform such analysis, the analyst typically estimates the amount of illness attributable to tobacco, usually focusing on the major smoking-disease relationships, and then values the medical treatment that would be afforded victims of such diseases. Alternatively, the analyst examines disease-specific healthcare utilisation directly, and then values it. That this method misses some potentially important costs of smoking has not, to our knowledge, been considered elsewhere. We anticipate that the recent contributions to the American literature,31–33 refocusing the analysis on healthcare expenditure differences between smokers and non-smokers, eventually will become the norm in cost-of-smoking analyses in countries throughout the world.

The same methodology will not produce the same quantitative outcomes in different countries, reflecting three country-specific factors that strongly influence the estimates.

- Differences in the amount of tobacco-related disease. These will result from at least five characteristics that vary across nations:
  - a country's history of tobacco use, including the nature of use, such as smoking versus chewing, age of initiation, intensity of use—for example, cigarettes per day—likely to be relatively low in a poor country, and length of period of intense use, such as how long consumers have been heavy smokers, typically a relatively brief period in a poorer nation;
  - the age structure of the country's population, with older populations more subject to tobacco-related disease (controlling for tobacco use);
  - competing causes of disease within the population, with countries subject to more deaths from other causes prior to age 60 less likely to experience a large burden of tobacco-produced (and other chronic) disease mortality;
  - the presence and effects of infectious and environmental co-factors in disease;
tobacco use amplifies the outcomes of many common risk factors and diseases and vice versa; for example, death rates due to tuberculosis are two to three times higher in smokers than in non-smokers; asbestos exposure and smoking interact to cause lung cancer and other pulmonary diseases; and chronic obstructive lung disease in smokers and non-smokers is exacerbated in populations exposed to high levels of indoor air pollution, as in China where people burn charcoal in their homes for cooking and heating and where smoking by men is commonplace; possible variations in the extent of the disease-causing properties of tobacco use across the different societies reflecting, for example, the specific blend of tobaccos consumed or the construction of cigarettes (the depth of inhalation they permit or encourage, etc).

- Differences in how often, and how aggressively, various disease conditions are treated. On average, smoking-related diseases may be less likely to be treated, especially aggressively, in a developing country than in a developed one. This could reflect a mix of philosophical and cultural differences in approaches to health care and access to care issues related to the differential availability of healthcare facilities and financial access to services.

- Differences in the costs of such treatments and in their effectiveness. Again on average, treatments in poor countries may be less effective and less expensive than in affluent nations. (This will affect the share of health expenditures attributable to smoking differentially only if the relationship between costs and effectiveness for tobacco-related diseases and other illnesses varies from one country to another, as seems likely.) These differences have particularly important implications for developing nations. In general, they imply that medical expenditures attributable to tobacco will increase, in many instances dramatically, as their regular tobacco use histories expand and as chronic disease health care becomes more effective, more accessible, and more expensive. Note that the conclusion that costs will grow will hold even in poorer countries that already have reasonably long histories of high prevalence of tobacco use, because the intensity of use in such countries is typically quite low while most of the population is mired in poverty. Historically, as they have moved from poverty toward affluence, nations have always experienced expanded daily tobacco consumption, with the consequent adverse implications for health.

Regardless of the precise comparability of the findings from one country to another (and among studies within individual countries), it is important to emphasise that the essential “bottom line” of all medical cost-of-smoking studies to date has been identical: in addition (and due) to causing alarming amounts of illness and death, tobacco use is responsible for a significant fraction of each studied nation’s healthcare expenditures.

**Net v gross costs of smoking-related medical care**

Precisely because smoking claims the lives of so many of its consumers, it has the seemingly perverse economic “benefit” of avoiding some healthcare costs by reducing the number of years during which people consume medical care. The implication is that the net medical cost of tobacco use—the increased costs of health care during smokers’ lives, adjusted by the reduction in their non-smoking-related old-age healthcare costs due to their premature deaths—is almost certainly less than its gross cost; as noted above, however, the latter is what most analysts estimate.

The issue of the net v gross cost of tobacco-related medical care was first raised in 1983 in a study by two Swiss economists, Leu and Schaub. These authors simulated the medical cost history of Swiss men with and without cigarette smoking, concluding that the extra years of costs experienced by the longer-lived no-smoking cohort approximately balanced out the higher costs during each year of the smokers’ (shortened) lives. A decade later, Hodgson concluded that ever-smokers (current and former smokers) cost more in terms of lifetime medical expenditures than never-smokers. In this study, the higher annual costs of smokers outweighed the extra years lived by never-smokers. Hodgson also raised the prospect that smokers might even consume more healthcare resources during their years as senior citizens (65 and older), as they experience much more illness than never-smokers during these old-age years, even though the never-smokers live longer.

The most recent relevant study, an examination of the net medical costs of smoking in Finland, has accentuated growing interest in the gross v net cost debate. Once merely a debating tool, medical cost estimates are becoming increasingly important in policy and legal matters. As noted at the beginning of this paper, most of the American states sued the tobacco industry to recover publicly funded expenditures devoted to the care of the poor non-elderly made ill by cigarette smoking. The states based their requests for damages on estimates of the gross medical costs of smoking. Several American cities filed suits of their own, as have private sector organisations. The federal government announced its intention to sue to recover its smoking-related Medicare and Medicaid damages. Similar suits are being contemplated, and in some instances have already been filed, in numerous countries around the world.

Economists working for the tobacco industry have argued that, if one accepts that smoking causes disease and premature death (a proposition they often do not acknowledge directly), one must incorporate the offsetting “benefit” of earlier deaths due to smoking to determine the true cost to the states. In the specific case of Medicaid, the principal programme in the United States supporting publicly funded care for the non-elderly poor, it seems unlikely that the earlier deaths would have a large impact on Medicaid spending on health care, simply because the programme’s
beneficiaries are chiefly young and middle-aged people; the elderly are covered by Medicare, a federal government programme. However, Medicaid is also responsible for the nursing home costs of the indigent, including the elderly. Whether smoking imposes more or fewer financial obligations on the states in this domain is unknown. Presumably, by killing their consumers early, cigarettes reduce the number of people eligible for nursing home care. On the other hand, smokers who survive beyond 65 are sicker, on average, and hence more in need of nursing home care.

Tobacco control proponents in the United States, including many of the state attorneys general responsible for filing the Medicaid lawsuits, have dismissed the argument that one should consider the later medical costs of non-smokers as an “excess” “cost” of not smoking. Some observers rightly point out that if one thought this way systematically, there would be no point in ever trying to solve any health problem that afflicts primarily the elderly; the economic “ideal” under this scenario would be to keep people healthy until they retire and then eliminate them. The concept places no value at all on life per se, in striking contrast to the value implicit in the behaviour of virtually all societies, which willingly expend resources to prolong healthy life well into the retirement years. (Note that if one's objective were to minimise a nation's healthcare costs, the solution would have nothing to do with smoking. It would be simple, if far more radical: prohibit the provision of all health care!)

The observation that societies value life well beyond the medical expenditures used to sustain it is undoubtedly correct. At the same time, the cost-of-tobacco argument rests on the premise that, quite independent of the health consequences of tobacco use or of the inherent value of life, tobacco is imposing a financial burden on the society. If the objective is to understand the true burdens associated with tobacco, it is vital that we distinguish the human and financial costs, and recognise that the latter must be fairly assessed for the purpose at hand. If the issue is how much of a financial burden tobacco imposes on a society, then one ought to examine the net costs, and not only the gross costs. At the same time, however, one ought to include as a benefit of non-smoking all contributions to funding the healthcare system made by non-smokers in their extra years of life. Furthermore, to put the issue of net versus gross costs into perspective, one should divide costs by the number of health system beneficiaries and, ideally, age-adjust. Regardless of their conclusions about the total net costs of smoking, all studies would find that the age-adjusted medical costs per capita are significantly lower without smoking than with it. Again, this is something that is rarely even mentioned in the literature published to date.

Each measure of the healthcare financial burden of tobacco—the gross and net medical care cost—has meaning and appropriate uses in the right context. The gross cost, the standard measure, is an accurate gauge of how much of its healthcare resources a country devotes to treating diseases produced by tobacco. That a country might prefer to devote these resources to alternative purposes, including additional health services for a longer-lived population of senior citizens, is perfectly sensible and legitimate. As such, estimation and dissemination of the gross cost are themselves informative and useful activities.

Adjusted to reflect contributions to the healthcare system in non-smokers' additional years of life (never done to date), the net cost would be the correct concept for assessing how much of a fiscal burden smoking places on a nation's healthcare system on balance, that is, considering its direct creation of disease and its consequent reduction in the population of the elderly. If the question of interest is exclusively how much greater a nation's healthcare expenditures are with smoking compared with the absence of smoking, the net measure is the logically correct one. One may question, however, why one would be interested in such a number devoid of the denominator of the number of people served or of the better health their expenditures buy.

Conclusion

The peer-reviewed literature on the medical costs of smoking in the United States indicates that at least 6–8% of annual personal health expenditures in the United States, and quite possibly considerably more, is devoted to treating diseases caused by smoking. The 6–8% figure represents a solid estimate of expenditures directly related to smoking’s three most important disease causes of death, lung cancer, heart disease, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Although technical analytical problems remain to be ironed out, the three most recent analyses reviewed in this paper suggest the means by which a more complete accounting of smoking's costs can be assessed. New research should incorporate the extra smoking-related costs of conditions affected by, but not generally recognised as caused by, smoking, as well as medical expenditures on disease resulting from exposure to environmental tobacco smoke.

As smoking causes close to a fifth of all deaths in the United States, at first glance one might expect that smoking would account for a percentage of healthcare costs close to its share of deaths. That it almost certainly does not reflects the obvious fact that medical care is devoted to much in addition to death care and care for conditions potentially leading to death, including birth, paediatric care, primary and preventive care for adults, treatment of acute, non-fatal conditions ranging from broken bones to bacterial infections, and treatment of chronic but non-fatal conditions such as arthritis.

In other countries, the share of expenditures attributable to treating tobacco-related disease will differ. In all cases, however, it too is probably quite substantial. In developing countries, that share seems likely to grow over the next several decades, as these countries acquire longer histories of tobacco use and as the
intensity of use rises with increasing affluence. Increasing availability of chronic disease treatment will increase expenditures on tobacco-produced illness as well.

The debate over use of the gross or net healthcare cost of tobacco will persist and indeed intensify if its applicability extends beyond its predominant use to date, namely as a rhetorical device used by tobacco-control advocates. In particular, if the unique American state lawsuits against the tobacco industry gain currency worldwide, one can expect to see a battle royale over which concept, gross or net, should characterise the financial healthcare burden of tobacco to a state or nation.

In closing this review of the findings and meaning of the analysis of the medical costs of smoking, we wish to emphasise that whatever measure is used, the financial healthcare costs of smoking constitute only one indication of the burden of smoking on a society, in some ways a rather minor one. The most important outcome of tobacco use remains the one that underlies the estimates of monetary cost: the devastation it wreaks on human health. No economic measure has yet been devised to appropriately value that enormous burden.

Years ago, one analyst attempted to compare the pain and suffering associated with a disease (cancer) with its conventionally measured economic costs.\textsuperscript{8} His study concluded that, could they be appropriately valued, the costs that are never assessed in monetary terms—the physical and emotional toll on the victims and their loved ones—could easily exceed those that economists measure by an order of magnitude. It is important not to lose sight of this as we struggle to refine estimates of that which can be measured.
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